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400' surface rights reservation around all lakes & rivers.

This Township lies within the MISSISSAUGA PROVINCIAL FOREST.

Flooded rights to contour elevation 1310' on Mississagi and Wabun River reserved to H.R.C., File: 5937.

Flooded rights to contour elevation 1345' in the Rocky Island Lake basin reserved to H.R.C., L.O.798, File: 5937.
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400' Reserve around all Lakes & Rivers to Dpt. of Lands & Forests.

This Township lies within the MISSISSAGI PROVINCIAL FOREST.

Fishing rights to contour elevation (290') on Mississagi and Wenibsegon Rivers reserved to H.E.R.C., File: 5987.

Fishing rights to contour elevation (154') in the Rocky Island Lake basin reserved to H.E.R.C., File: 5597.

Area marked thus withdrawn from staking.
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